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Learn the Secrets to Completely Potty Train Your Puppy Quickly and Easily in 7 Days**2nd

Edition**Puppies can be stubborn. Even the sweetest owners can get stressed and frustrated with

poor training results ...But before you do something you may regret, make sure you read this book.

Most people who use old and ineffective house training methods end up frustrated and angry at

their pup. Failed or long drawn out house training can be avoided by learning the correct way to

house train your dog.Let's face it, no one wants to spend months housebreaking their pup when

he's pottying all over the house. Especially when you realize other people are getting it done easily

and painlessly in as little as 7 days.The old method of yelling, spanking, or even pushing your dog's

nose into it's pee or poop is one of the worst methods you can utilize. This can cause your pup to

become frightened of you. Plus experts have made very clear is that punishment is the least

effective training method.In fact, it's been proven that in most cases dogs don't even know why

they're being punished.The truth is, you don't need to use abusive, slow, and ineffective house

training methods ever again. You're about to learn how you can house train your puppy quickly and

easily, without any yelling, hitting or stressing you and your pup.Imagine being able to housebreak

your puppy in as little as 7 days. You'll be able to soon, and it doesn't matter what breed you have

or how "stubborn" it is.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...Why punishment-based training

could leave you with the very opposite results that you are looking for in your pup.7 must-know tips

to getting your puppy potty-trained quickly and painlesslyWhy housebreaking your pup wrong

teaches can teach him to be sneaky and do his business behind furniture.Why your pup uses the

bathroom inside after you just took him outsideHow to avoid the 5 BIGGEST puppy potty training

pitfalls.Why your pup still sometimes has accidents after he's trained and what to do about itThe

secret behind successful positive reinforcement trainingMuch, much more!Download your copy

today!
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I've been working with my 6 month old shih tzu, every day for 7 weeks. This book gave me nothing

new. It is a repeat of many other books. It just a few pages and full of nonsense. "Puppies should

not eat their own poop." That's the kind of advice given.

This was more like a pamphlet than a book. The author spends more words telling you why you

should housebreak a puppy than telling you how to do it. Information is vague and general. A total

waste of money and not what I was hoping to find.

Not much to say other than the guidelines put forth by Ken Phillips in this book are spot on. After

day 7 with our 8week old German shepherd, we are accident and stress free. Excellent tips. Quick

read. Makes sense.

We have to remember dogs are creatures of habit. As well as having small bladders puppies can

not hold it long. So the schedule included helps keep the pup regular and gives it a routine. I'd

suggest this if your new to having a dog.

Easy read.Just bought a Yellow Lab pup and will use the "accelerated" technique of staying up for

two days.Will report back if it doesn't work.Only con was that the text needs a good editing as many

thought/concepts were very redundant especially in first two chapters.



After reading this book, day1 my pup actually went to the back door to go outside. I'm going to stay

on schedule, and consistent, I really got great tips from this book.

Tells you everything you need to know to house train your puppy quickly and make your life

stress-free worked great for me had my puppy house trained in no time

This book is very helpful! We are getting a puppy in a few weeks and I got this book as a guide to

help potty train him. There are many tips listed inside on how to potty train your puppy in seven

days. Everything is very organized and straight to the point. I am so happy we got this book to help

us! I can't wait to get him here and start training him right away.
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